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All Slots Casino 30 free spins NDB and €/$1,500 bonus credits. Sign up with All Slots Casino now and

get 30 free spins on Mahiki Island exclusive slot. The beauty of this bonus is that it is no deposit required.
In addition, this offer is voluntary, which means that you do not have to use it to receive your welcome
bonus. However, we encourage you to take advantage of this, because free money for the game is

always useful. Importantly, there are no hidden conditions for using this promotion, which is also valued.
Enjoy it! General information. All Slots Casino is a shining example of what an online casino can be in
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21st Century. With the focus firmly on fun, its colourful, lively, and attention-grabbing design perfectly
complements the mind-boggling range of over 1,000 games on offer. Drawn from the stables of some

industry-leading providers like Evolution Gaming , Microgaming and NetEnt , that staggering number of
games is the thing that ensures there’s never a dull moment at All Slots Casino. From the moment you
complete the simple application process, you’ll have access to every type of casino game your heart

could desire – from established classics to the latest trends – often in numerous incarnations. And you’ll
never feel tied to the spot with All Slots Casino, since all of its games and features can be accessed via

its neat full-featured app, available for iOS and Android. All Slots Casino also works hard to keep its
players happy and engaged by offering a wide variety of promotions and special offers, presented on a
daily basis to add even more excitement and value to your gaming. You can also rest assured knowing
that All Slots Casino is part of the world-renowned Betway Group, licensed by both the UK Gambling

Commission and the Maltese Gaming Authority. Add to all of this All Slots Casino’s first-rate customer
service and stringent adherence to industry standards protecting you from fraud and problem-gambling,
and you have a package that’s easy to recommend. Bonuses and Promotions Galore. All Slots Casino
’s enviable program of bonuses and promotions begins from the moment you open your account. Enjoy

€/$1,500 Welcome Bonus , delivered by way of separate bonuses applied to each of your first three
deposits. In addition, your first deposit bonus includes 50 exclusive free spins on Dragon Dance slot!
100% up to €/$500 and 50 free spins ; 100% up to €/$500 ; And, 100% up to €/$500 . The great thing
about the Welcome Bonus is that it adds value to your initial outlay, increasing your ability to check out
everything that’s on offer from the very start. But the Welcome Bonus is just the first of many promotions

you’ll encounter at All Slots Casino. Thanks to the company’s commitment to offering a ‘Deal of the Day’,
you can be sure of having some form of promotional bonus or special offer within your reach at all times.
Bonus Credits , Free Spins and further Matched Deposits are among the rewards you can expect to see
on offer, while regular seasonal and themed promotions present the opportunity to win prizes that have

previously included holidays and cash lump sums. Joining All Slots Casino also grants access to a
loyalty scheme, through which players accumulate Loyalty Points every single time they play, which can
subsequently be exchanged for bonuses. Premium Games and Software. All Slots Casinos selection of

over 1,000 individual games really does need to be seen to be believed, but a good overview can be
provided if we break the range down by category. Action-packed and dynamic, while providing

numerous ways to win and often massive potential return, All Slots Casino’s 5-Reel Slots offer something
for everyone from the complete newbie to the seasoned player. Among those on offer, you’ll find
traditional casino-themed boards such as Retro Reels and Golden Era rubbing shoulders with

atmospheric licenced games like Battlestar Galactica and Hitman. For those who like to keep things a
little simpler, a wide range of 3-Reel Slots are also available. Though they mimic the format of the ‘one-
armed bandit’ gambling machines that have graced real-world casinos for decades, All Slots Casino’s

range incorporate just as many colourful and interesting themes as their 5-reeled cousins. From Captain
Cash, to Sonic Boom, via Jackpot Express and Triple Magic, you’re sure to find something that takes

your fancy. Taking their place among these 3 and 5-reeled wonders are a range of games that have the
potential to deliver truly life-changing prizes. With jackpots that increase exponentially until some lucky

winner scoops the lot, All Slots Casino’s Progressive Jackpots have got to be worth a look. For
example, try ever-popular Mega Moolah Progressive Jackpot with 1+ million prize pool. Anyone who’s
taken to the floor of a real-world casino will be familiar with that old table game staple, BlackJack , and

All Slots Casino has varieties to please traditionalists and hipsters who live on the bleeding edge of
fashion. The standard online blackJack game is joined by themed varieties galore, and by an HD Live
Table at which you’ll find a living, breathing dealer waiting to deal you in. In much the same way, fans of
online Roulette will find that All Slots Casino caters for them to a T. Various incarnations of the game
appear on the roster – including the American Series, European and French, with a computerised
croupier. Or you can take immersion to the next level with Live Roulette hosted by a real croupier in
stunning HD. And beyond those standards, there’s a world of exciting variety, taking in established

favourites and inventive new releases. Rest assured that you’ll have easy access to enough Video Poker
, Craps , Sic-Bo, Keno , and Bingo options to keep you entertained for years to come. Fast & Secure
Banking. To save time spent on admin, All Slots Casino allows you to deposit by all the most popular
methods. As well as with all the major credit cards and debit cards you’d expect, you can also deposit

via NETELLER, Trustly, Paysafecard, and Skrill. All Slots Casino also brings the latest encryption
technology to ensure that your safety and security is guaranteed at all times. All financial transactions that

they handle are subject to digital encryption via Transport Layer Security (TLS). The provides for



customers well-being, implementing an extensive responsible gambling policy. Voluntary account
limitations options, self-exclusions, as well as support and advice provided via BeGambleAware, can be

accessed from any part of the All Slots Casino site. All-Time Support. Though it’s layout and simplicity
make it very easy to use, it’s reassuring to know that, should anything go wrong at All Slots Casino, help

is always at hand. First port of call should be the comprehensive FAQ section of the site, which will
provide answers and how-to guides for many of the more common questions that arise. If that fails, then
you’ll be able to interact with All Slots Casino’s crack team of customer service representatives 24 hours
a day, seven days a week. Whether you prefer to contact them via email ( [email protected] ), or the on-

site live chat applet, you’re sure to have the help you need in no time. Verdict. All Slots Casino is
undoubtedly a first-rate online casino. From the exceptionally large stable of games that it offers –

covering just about any game and theme that the imagination can conjure – to its stylish layout, and wide-
ranging banking options, you get the feeling that you’re in the right hands from the get-go . Add the fact

that there’s literally always a bonus or special offer to be played for, and that you can call on expert
advice whenever a problem should strike, and you’re sure to agree that All Slots Casino is the complete
package. Overall rating (rank): 9.7/10. Excellent! Related Posts: Slotbox Casino - free spins, no deposit

bonus, promotions Stake Casino [register & login] free spins bonus and games Netent Casino
Bitdreams Casino - free spins, no deposit bonus, promotions. 
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